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Abstract
Previous work has demonstrated the viability of
applying deep learning techniques in the financial
area. Recently, the task of stock embedding learn-
ing has been drawing attention from the research
community, which aims to represent the character-
istics of stocks with distributed vectors that can be
used in various financial analysis scenarios. Ex-
isting approaches for learning stock embeddings
either require expert knowledge, or mainly focus
on the textual part of information corresponding
to individual temporal movements. In this pa-
per, we propose to model stock properties as the
combination of internal attributes and relational at-
tributes, which takes into consideration both the
time-invariant properties of individual stocks and
their movement patterns in relation to the market.
To learn the two types of attributes from financial
news and transaction data, we design several train-
ing objectives based on contrastive learning to ex-
tract and separate the long-term and temporary in-
formation in the data that are able to counter the
inherent randomness of the stock market. Experi-
ments and further analyses on portfolio optimiza-
tion reveal the effectiveness of our method in ex-
tracting comprehensive stock information from var-
ious data sources.

1 Introduction
With the prosperity of machine learning, a whole new range
of powerful data analysis tools has been introduced to ap-
plied fields such as health and economics. One of the areas
that benefit most from this revolution is the area of finan-
cial technologies, where machine learning has been widely
used in tasks including stock trend prediction [Li et al., 2020;
Zhao et al., 2021] and optimal execution [Ning et al., 2018].

In this work, we focus on the task of stock embedding
learning. Similar to the well-studied task of word embed-
dings, stock embedding learning aims to represent the char-
acteristics of a stock with a densely distributed vector. Stock

∗These authors contributed equally to this work.
†Contact Author.

embeddings that capture the comprehensive properties of
stocks accurately can provide valuable stock information for
downstream financial analysis.

Previous methods for learning stock embeddings broadly
fall into two categories. Methods in the first category pro-
pose to combine stock representation learning with traditional
technical analysis and learn the intrinsic properties or indica-
tors based on the investment behavior of fund managers [Li
et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2019]. However, the professional
knowledge of human experts is usually difficult to access for
the public, limiting the scope of application. Also, due to the
vast amount of data in the stock market, even experts cannot
take a comprehensive view of all available information.

The second category consists of methods that are more fo-
cused on data-driven deep learning techniques and bear more
resemblance to our approach [Du and Tanaka-Ishii, 2020].
These methods make use of financial news and stock price
data by employing learnable stock embeddings in the stock
movement prediction or classification task. The main draw-
back of these approaches is that they only focus on the textual
part of information corresponding to the movement of stock.
Consequently, they either neglect the intrinsic properties of a
stock or fail to explicitly model the relations between stocks,
both of which carry valuable information for the process of
financial analysis.

In view of the downsides of existing work, we propose
a method to extract comprehensive stock information solely
from news and price data. To be specific, we model the char-
acteristics of a stock from two aspects: the internal attributes
and the relational attributes. For example, consider the fol-
lowing excerpt from a financial news article:

...Carmakers Toyota [7203.T] and Nissan [7201.T],
for instance, have both underperformed the
Nikkei’s 5.6 percent gain this year, posting losses
of 11 percent and 6.6 percent respectively. ...

Here, “Carmakers” conveys information about the internal at-
tributes of Toyota (7203.T) and Nissan (7201.T), i.e., both
are in the industrial sector of “Transportation Equipment”.
On the other hand, “both underperformed” reflects the re-
semblance in the market performance of these two stocks, an
example of what we define as the relational attributes .

However, information regarding the two types of attributes
is implicit, largely blended in the data and subject to the ran-
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domness of the market. To address these issues, we propose
to disentangle the long-term information and the temporary
information in the data for mining the stable properties of in-
dividual stocks and stock relations. Inspired by the success
of contrastive learning, we design several contrastive train-
ing objectives that extract long-term and temporary informa-
tion from data to learn internal and relational attributes, re-
spectively. Compared to previous methods, our stock em-
beddings are able to capture more comprehensive informa-
tion contained in the text and price data, thus modeling the
inherent properties and relations of stocks more accurately.

To testify the effectiveness of our approach, we apply our
learned stock embeddings to the task of portfolio optimiza-
tion. The portfolio yielded by our method achieves the high-
est return and the lowest risk of all tested approaches, demon-
strating the superiority of our approach.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We propose to model stock properties as the combina-

tion of internal attributes and relational attributes and to
learn these attributes from the long-term information and
temporary information in the data.

• We design several contrastive objectives to counter the
effect of randomness in the market and extract long-term
and temporary information into stock embeddings.

• Experiments on portfolio optimization and further anal-
yses show the effectiveness of our method in learning
internal and relational attributes of the stocks.

2 Method
In this section, we describe the model architecture and the
designed contrastive objectives to capture the internal and re-
lational attributes of stocks from textual news and transaction
data in our embeddings, as shown in Figure 1.

2.1 Overview
We argue that the stock embeddings should contain the in-
trinsic attributes of stocks from two aspects, internal and re-
lational. Internal attributes refer to the attributes that are
inherent in a stock and remain stable over time, such as the
sector of the stock, while relational attributes encode the
relationship between stocks in the market. Whereas internal
attributes contain information about individual stocks, rela-
tional attributes can tell us about their positions in the stock
market and allow us to infer knowledge of one stock from
other stocks. Our goal is to capture these two types of at-
tributes into stock embeddings from textual financial news
and time series transaction data.

However, learning these attributes is non-trivial as they are
not explicitly available in the data. To make matters worse,
we observe that both news articles and price history are sub-
ject to large temporal variations rooted in the randomness of
the market. To solve these problems, we propose to view the
relevant information in the data as the combination of two in-
dependent parts: long-term information and temporary infor-
mation. Long-term information is the time-invariant part of
stock information that usually encodes the internal attributes
of a stock. Temporary information corresponds to the tem-
poral variations specific to a short time period. Despite its

randomness with respect to individual stocks, patterns exist
in the relative fluctuation between different stocks and are
informative of their relationship. By treating the two types
of information separately and focusing on the stable, invari-
ant elements, we are able to alleviate the negative effect of
random market fluctuations and capture the attributes of the
stocks.

2.2 Preliminaries: Contrastive Learning
The key idea behind contrastive learning is that the represen-
tations of similar inputs should be close to each other, while
the representations of dissimilar inputs should lie far apart.
To be more specific, the representation of each input example
is treated as an anchor point. Several positive examples and
negative examples are constructed using heuristic rules. Then
the model tries to reduce the distance between the anchor and
the positive examples while enlarging the distance between
the anchor and the negative examples by minimizing a con-
trastive loss such as InfoNCE [van den Oord et al., 2018] or
the triplet loss [Schroff et al., 2015].

Previous work on contrastive learning has explored various
ways to construct positive and negative examples. Methods to
construct positive examples include applying different data
augmentations or transformation to the input [Ye et al., 2019]
and using different views of the same object such as different
channels of the image [Tian et al., 2020]. Negative exam-
ples are usually randomly sampled from the dataset, within
the same mini-batch or from a memory bank of previously
computed representations [He et al., 2020].

In our work, we regard the stock embedding and data from
different sources on different days as multiple views of the
same piece of information. We use the triplet loss which en-
courages the anchor to be at least closer to the positive exam-
ple than the negative examples by a distance D(·, ·) of 1, i.e.,

Lcont =
1

N

N∑

i=1

max(1 +D(x, x+)−D(x, x−
i ), 0) (1)

where x is the anchor, x+ is the positive example, and
{x−

i }Ni=1 are the negative examples.

2.3 Notations
In this work, we assume access to two types of data: the fi-
nancial news of a given set of stocks over a certain time pe-
riod, and the numerical transaction data of these stocks over
the same period. We also assume each news article is anno-
tated with the stock codes it concerns. Datasets that satisfy
these requirements are readily available as they are provided
by news organizations such as Reuters.

We denote the set of stocks as S and the trading days as
T = {1, 2, . . . , T}. Let es be the embedding of stock s ∈ S.
For each stock s ∈ S and each trading day τ ∈ T , we aim
to extract information from two data sources: the news ar-
ticle concerning stock s on day τ denoted by ns,τ , and the
sequence of transaction data of stock s leading up to day τ
denote by ps,τ . We use h to denote the vector representing the
information in the data. Superscripts l/t indicate whether the
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Figure 1: The model architecture and training objectives of our stock embedding learning method.

representation corresponds to long-term or temporary infor-
mation and n/p indicate whether the information comes from
the news article or the price time series, while subscripts s,τ

indicate the stock and trading date associated with the data.

2.4 Encoder Architecture
We use a transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017] encoder and a
bidirectional LSTM to encode the textual news and trans-
action time series, respectively. After obtaining the news
representation hn

s,τ and price representation hp
s,τ , we ap-

ply separate linear transformations for hn
s,τ (or hp

s,τ ) to ex-
tract the long-term representations hnl

s,τ (or hpl
s,τ ) and tempo-

rary representations hnt
s,τ (or hpt

s,τ ) with different transforma-
tion weights. These long-term and temporary representations
serve as the basis of our contrastive learning objectives.

2.5 Training Objectives
We design the following training objectives to guide the train-
ing of stock embeddings: the internal contrastive loss Lint, the
relational contrastive loss Lrel, the semantic loss Lsem and the
independence loss Lindep.

Internal Contrastive Loss Lint
The internal contrastive loss is designed to capture the in-
ternal attributes of the stocks. In most cases, the internal
attributes of a stock should remain invariant over different
time periods despite the temporal fluctuations of the market.
Therefore, information concerning such attributes should ap-
pear consistently in the financial news and transaction data
associated with the same stock on different days, which we
define as long-term information.

Based on this observation, our internal contrastive loss
aims at reducing the distance between the long-term repre-
sentation and the embedding of its associated stock while en-
larging the distance between the long-term representation and
other stock embeddings. We choose the long-term represen-
tation vector as the anchor and stock embeddings as positive

and negative examples:

Lint = Lcont(xint, x
+
int, {x−

int,i}Ni=1),

xint = h·l
s,τ , x+

int = es, , x−
int,i = es′i

(2)

where {s′i}Ni=1 are N randomly sampled stocks.
By minimizing the internal contrastive loss of these repre-

sentations with respect to the same positive example (i.e., the
corresponding stock embedding), the encoders are encour-
aged to extract from the data the long-term information that is
consistent over time. Furthermore, since all these long-term
representation vectors are encouraged to be close to their cor-
responding stock embeddings, we implicitly tell the model to
capture the information concerning internal attributes in the
stock embeddings.

Relational Contrastive Loss Lrel
Besides regarding each stock as an individual entity, it is also
crucial to consider its position in the market and its relation
to other stocks. One rationale behind this is that the stocks in
a stock market are inter-correlated and information about one
stock may reveal some information about other stocks. Also,
some financial analytic methods such as portfolio optimiza-
tion explicitly call for the modeling of stock correlation. This
motivates us to design the relational contrastive loss.

Whereas the computation of internal contrastive loss only
concerns a single stock, for the relational contrastive loss we
need to represent the relationship between two stocks or the
temporary information with a vector. Inspired by Socher et
al. [2013], we design the following REL module which pro-
duces a relational vector for any two d-dimensional vectors
h1 and h2 as follows,

REL(h1, h2) = tanh(hT
1 W

[1:k]h2 + V

[
h1

h2

]
+ b) (3)

where W [1:k] ∈ Rd×d×k is a tensor, and the result of
hT
1 W

[1:k]h2 is a k-dimensional vector with the i-th dimen-
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sion being hT
1 W

[i]h2. W [1:k] ∈ Rd×d×k, V ∈ Rk×2d,
b ∈ Rk are all learnable parameters.

For simplicity, we view the relation between any stock pair
as a stable quantity that remains unchanged throughout de-
spite the temporal fluctuations of the market. Reflected in the
data, this means that for the temporary information of the two
stocks on the same day τ , their relational vector is consis-
tent over different τs. Our relational contrastive loss strives
to mine this stable pattern by comparing the relational vector
computed using the temporary information of different stocks
and the relational vector of their stock embeddings,

Lrel = Lcont(xrel, x
+
rel, {x−

rel,i}Ni=1)

xrel = REL(h·t
s,τ , h

·t
s̃,τ )

x+
rel = REL(es, es̃), x−

rel,i = REL(es, es′i)

(4)

where {s′i}Ni=1 are N randomly sampled stocks.
Similar to the internal contrastive loss, the relational con-

trastive loss tries to push the temporary information relational
vector towards the stock embedding relational vector of the
corresponding stock pair, while pushing it away from that of
other pairs. By assigning the same positive example (i.e., the
relational vector of the corresponding stock embeddings) to
the temporary information of the same stock pair, the model
is encouraged to extract the stable relational attributes implied
in the data and capture them in the stock embeddings.

Semantic Loss Lsem
The contrastive losses serve the purpose of guiding the model
to filter out relevant information that benefits stock embed-
ding learning from the deluge of extracted information. How-
ever, due to the complexity of natural language, such high-
level guidance alone is insufficient for the extraction of useful
information from the news. Inspired by the success of masked
language modeling (MLM) in pretrained language models,
we incorporate an MLM-based semantic loss to inject our
training objective with low-level supervision signals that en-
dow the text encoder with the capability of understanding nat-
ural language and extracting semantic information from news
articles. In this way, the text encoder not only learns the se-
mantics of textual data, but also aligns the stock embeddings
with the embeddings of natural language, providing extra su-
pervision signals for capturing long-term information into the
internal attributes of the stocks.

Independence Loss Lindep
Ideally, the relational contrastive loss should only capture the
attributes that are not inherent to a stock and extract the tem-
porary information that is only invariant when considered in
relation to the temporary information of another stock. In
reality, however, since the long-term information and tempo-
rary information are intertwined with each other in the data,
it is difficult for the model to tell them apart from each other,
leading to the degeneration of representations. To alleviate
this problem, we incorporate an independence loss to encour-
age statistical independence between the long-term represen-
tations and temporary representations by training the model
to minimize the mutual information (MI) between them.

As calculating the MI between continuous random vectors
is intractable, following Belghazi et al. [2018], we leverage a

neural network Tθ to estimate the MI between the long-term
representation random vector H ·l and the temporary repre-
sentation random vector H ·t by maximizing

Î(H ·l, H ·t) = EP
H·lH·t [Tθ]− log(EP

H·l⊗PH·t [e
Tθ ]) (5)

where PH·lH·t denotes the joint distribution of H ·l and H ·t,
and PH·l⊗PH·t denotes the product of marginal distributions.

In the meantime, our encoder serves as an adversary for
the estimator Tθ, trained to minimize the MI between H ·l

and H ·t. To allow the entire model to be trained in an end-to-
end manner, a gradient reversal layer [Ganin and Lempitsky,
2015] is inserted between the representations and the estima-
tor Tθ. Through the independence loss, we are able to sepa-
rate the long-term and temporary information in the data and
prevent potential representation degeneration.
Final Objective Our final training objective is a linear com-
bination of all the aforementioned losses,

L = λintLint + λrelLrel + λsemLsem + λindepLindep (6)
where the λs are manually chosen hyper-parameters to bal-
ance the effect of different objectives.

3 Experiments
3.1 Dataset
We carry out our experiments on the 500 largest stocks of
Tokyo Stock Exchange known as TOPIX 500. Our data is
composed of hourly transaction data (open, high, low, close,
volume) and Reuters news articles of these stocks from 2013-
01-01 to 2018-09-30. We use the data from 2017-10-01 to
2018-03-31 as the validation set and the data from 2018-04-
01 to 2018-09-30 as the test set.

3.2 Model
We set the dimension of the stock embeddings to 512. Our
price encoder is a 2-layer bidirectional LSTM with a hidden
size of 512. The news encoder is a randomly initialized 6-
layer transformer encoder with a vocabulary size of 50000.

We use the Adam [Kingma and Ba, 2015] optimizer with
a batch size of 64 and a weight decay of 1e-4. The learning
rate is warmed up linearly to 1e-4 for the first 10,000 steps
and then decays on a cosine annealing schedule. For stability,
the model is trained only with the semantic loss during the
warmup stage before we add other objectives into the training
process.

3.3 Portfolio Optimization
To demonstrate that the information captured in our stock em-
beddings is useful in real-world financial analysis, we follow
Du and Tanaka-Ishii [2020] and evaluate the quality of our
stock embeddings on the task of portfolio optimization.

The goal of portfolio optimization is to decide the propor-
tion of capital to invest in each stock within a stock list to
maximize the expected return or minimize the risk. Based on
the intuition that risk can be reduced by investing money in
uncorrelated or negatively correlated stocks, the problem is
formulated by Markowitz [1959] as

min
wj∈[0,1],1≤j≤J

wTΣw

s.t. wT r = E, wT1 = 1
(7)
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Figure 2: Results on portfolio optimization. Our model achieves higher gain (income) and lower drawdown rate (risk) than baseliness.

where Σ ∈ RJ×J is the risk matrix measuring the correlation
between each two stocks; w is a weight vector that sums to
1 denoting how much capital to invest in each stock; r is the
vector indicating the historical returns for each stock; and E
is a parameter set by the investor denoting the expected port-
folio return. In other words, the goal is to minimize the corre-
lation between invested stocks contingent on a given amount
of expected return.

Following Du and Tanaka-Ishii [2020], we define the cor-
relation between two stocks i and j as the cosine similarity
between their stock embeddings, i.e.

Σi,j = cos(ei, ej) (8)

The expected return is set to different values in
{0.05, 0.06, . . . , 0.29}. The optimization problem is then
solved using quadratic programming.

We measure the quality of our stock embeddings primarily
based on the realized gain of the portfolio, which is the profit
rate over the test period. To assess the risk of the portfolio
induced by our embeddings, we also compute the maximum
drawdown rate, i.e., the maximum loss rate from a historical
peak at any time point over the period.

We compare our method against three baselines that restrict
available external data to news articles and transaction data:

• TOPIX 500 Market Index: The captalization-weighted
portfolio of all TOPIX 500 stocks;

• Markowitz: The portfolio computed by the original
Markowitz model where the risk matrix is the covari-
ance matrix of stock returns;

• Du and Tanaka-Ishii: Our re-implementation of the
stock embedding-based portfolio propose by Du and
Tanaka-Ishii [2020].

The results are presented in Figure 2. As can be seen, our
method achieves higher realized gain (higher income) and
lower maximum drawdown rate (lower risk) compared to all
the baselines. The original Markowitz model constructs the
risk matrix only from the correlation between stock price se-
ries. This approach neither utilizes information from textual
data, nor takes the randomness of the market into account,
and therefore performs considerably worse even compared to

Figure 3: Results on news/price history classification

the market baseline of the TOPIX 500 Index. On the other
hand, although taking advantage of both price and news data,
Du and Tanaka-Ishii [2020] only focuses the textual infor-
mation concerning stock movements and therefore performs
only slightly over the TOPIX 500 Index. In contrast, our
method is able to make use of the comprehensive information
regarding both internal and relational attributes in the data,
thus modeling the relationship between different stocks more
accurately and obtaining the best-performing portfolio out of
all considered approaches.

3.4 News and Price History Classification
To verify that our stock embeddings can capture the internal
attributes of a stock by extracting stock-specific long-term in-
formation from data, we apply our model and stock embed-
dings to the task of news and price history series classifica-
tion, where the model is asked to predict which stock corre-
sponds to a given news article or price time series.

We directly encode the news article or price history with
our model and make predictions based on the distances be-
tween the stock embeddings and the long-term representation
of the input data. Note that no further training or fine-tuning is
required for our model, which means that our model works in
a purely unsupervised way. For simplicity, we only consider
the 30 stocks from TOPIX Core 30 Index. We compare our
results with two LSTMs trained on the news article or price
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history from the training data and report hit@1 and hit@5 on
the test set. As shown in Figure 3, although not trained on the
classification task, our model achieves comparable or even
better results than the baseline methods. This demonstrates
that our method is able to encode the long-term information
in the data and capture stock attributes in its embedding.

3.5 Clustering
To examine whether our stock embeddings indeed encode in-
ternal attributes of the stocks, we perform spectral clustering
[Shi and Malik, 1997] on the learned representations of the
stocks. Two examples of the resulting clusters are shown in
Table 1. Cluster 1 is primarily composed of stocks from the
industrial sector of “Electric Power & Gas”, while the second
cluster contains several of Japan’s largest carmakers. This
result lends credence to our statement that our stock embed-
dings manage to capture internal attributes of the stocks such
as the industrial area of the company.

3.6 Ablation Study
We conduct ablation studies to verify the effect of the de-
signed objectives on portfolio optimization.

For simplicity, we average the realized gains and maximum
drawdown rates over different expected returns. As shown in
Table 2, although using long-term information or temporary
information alone leads to positive results compared to the
baselines, their performance lags far behind our whole model.
This supports our motivation of jointly learning the internal
and relational attributes by utilizing the two types of infor-
mation. Removing the independence loss also causes slight
performance degradation, which may be the consequence of
representation degeneration.

We further remove all training objectives related to one of
the data sources. Unsurprisingly, the removal of information
from either financial news or transaction data leads to a sig-
nificant drop in the realized gain. This substantiates the im-
portance to leverage information from both data sources.

4 Related Work
4.1 Distributed Representations
Representing the semantic meaning of tokens with distributed
vectors has been studied for a long time. Mikolov et
al. [2013a; 2013b] first propose to learn the semantic mean-
ing of words from their context. Apart from natural lan-
guage, efforts have also been made to represent the enti-
ties and relations in knowledge bases [Bordes et al., 2013;
Wang et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2015] or the nodes and
edges in graphs [Perozzi et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2015;
Grover and Leskovec, 2016]. In this work, we focus on the
topic of learning stock embeddings where we introduce both
textual financial news and time series transaction data to learn
both internal and relational attributes of stocks.

4.2 Contrastive Learning
Contrastive learning is a promising approach in unsuper-
vised representation learning. Early attempts in this area in-
clude Mikolov et al. [2013b] which designs a negative sam-
pling method based on noise-contrastive estimation [Gut-

Cluster 1
Hokuriku Electric Power Electric Power & Gas
Osaka Gas Electric Power & Gas
Daiwa House Industry Construction
Tokyo Gas Electric Power & Gas
Sumitomo Forestry Construction
Chugoku Electric Power Electric Power & Gas
Chubu Electric Power Electric Power & Gas
Shikoku Electric Power Electric Power & Gas
Cluster 2
Hino Motors Transportation Equipment
Honda Motor Transportation Equipment
Subaru Corporation Transportation Equipment
Toyota Motor Corporation Transportation Equipment
Tohoku Electric Power Electric Power & Gas
Skylark Holdings Retail Trade
Kawasaki Heavy Industries Transportation Equipment
Mitsubishi Gas Chemical Chemicals
Suzuki Motor Corporation Transportation Equipment
JGC Holdings Corporation Construction
Japan Tobacco Foods
Daicel Corporation Chemicals

Table 1: Examples of the clusters acquired from our embeddings.

Method Gain(+) Drawdown(-)
Ours 11.20% 8.02%
w/o Lindep 10.01% 7.65%
w/o Lint 7.16% 9.11%
w/o Lrel 7.10% 9.50%
w/o price 9.42% 8.27%
w/o news 7.27% 9.53%

Table 2: Ablation study. (+): the higher the better; (-): the opposite.

mann and Hyvärinen, 2010] to learn word embeddings. Re-
cent years have witnessed a flourishing of literature concern-
ing contrastive learning. CPC [van den Oord et al., 2018;
Hénaff, 2020] proposes to predict subsequent inputs based on
previous inputs to learn representations for any data that is se-
rializable on the dimension of time or space. MoCo [He et al.,
2020] formulates contrastive learning as a dictionary lookup
task and propose to use a momentum encoder to improve the
consistency between the key-value pairs. In this work, we
first introduce contrastive learning into stock representation
learning to help extract information from news and price data
and learn expressive stock embeddings.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose to model the properties of a stock
from two aspects: its internal attributes as an individual stock,
and its relational attributes relative to other stocks. We pro-
pose to extract long-term information and temporary infor-
mation from financial news and transaction data to learn these
two types of attributes. To capture these attributes in the stock
embeddings, we design several training objectives based on
contrastive learning that are able to counter the randomness of
the stock market. Comprehensive empirical evidence demon-
strates that our stock embeddings are able to model stock
properties and relations more accurately.
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